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            	Glidecam GL-HD4000  | Camera Stabilizer 
	Brand Glidecam
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                                                 620,00€
                            558,00€ + VAT
                                            

                                    Request lower price 
                                Interest form
                        
                Each HD-Series Stabilizer’s offset, foam cushioned, Handle Grip is attached to a free floating, three axis Gimbal. This allows your hand to move up and down, and side-to-side, thereby isolating your hand’s unwanted motions from the camera. This up and down movement alleviates the bouncing, pogo type action often associated with our competitor’s system because their handle cannot move up and down. This design feature, coupled with the overall higher inertia of the HD-Series systems, produces superior stabilization when compared with our competition.



A unique and proprietary, precision, three axis Gimbal incorporates several adjustable, axis convergence controls. This allows all three axes to intersect for proper operational alignment.



A camera-mounting platform with a quick-release, no-tools, drop-on camera plate allows you to quickly attach or remove your camera. Ergonomic, control knobs allow quick, precise adjustment of the top stage’s back and forth, and side-to-side movement. These controls allow you to adjust the camera’s horizontal balance. 



By varying the amount of Counter Weights on the Base Platform, or by changing the length of the no-tools telescoping Central Post, you adjust the cameras vertical balance. When balanced properly the camera floats, ready for you to move into action.



The Glidecam HD Series stabilizers offer unparalleled controllability and ease of use with their unique rigid, yet dynamically adjustable, control and weight distribution surfaces. Setting up, controlling and adjusting system balance is now quick and precise.



A unique and proprietary Dynamic Base Platform can expand or contract. This allows you to easily adjust the systems dynamic balance or to increase or decrease the systems rotational pan inertia.



Shot after shot, move after move, the Glidecam HD-Series Stabilizers deliver beautifully smooth and professional results. With the Glidecam HD-Series you no longer need a tripod or a dolly. All you need is your Imagination!

                                
                    Also known as                                                    
GLHD4000

                                                     (GL HD4000) 

                                            
                

                            


        
        
            

                                    
                        
                             TECHNICAL SPECS 
                        

                        
                            
                                

                                                                                    	Robotic Head : No

	Material : Aluminium

	Placement : Hand/Body
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                         ACCESSORIES                        
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                                                                                                    Cosmolight RC-104
                                                    

                                                    Dichroic filter
Starting price 
110,50€
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                                                                                                    Cosmolight RC-101
                                                    

                                                    Accessory holder
Starting price 
63,00€
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                                                                                                    Cosmolight RC-103C-R
                                                    

                                                    Four-leaf barndoor with inox wire mesh and gel filter clips
Starting price 
55,00€
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                                                                                                    Porta-Brace CS-DV3U
                                                    

                                                    Mini-DV Camera Case
Starting price 
197,00€
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                                                                                                    Porta-Brace CS-DV4U
                                                    

                                                    Mini-DV Camera Case
Starting price 
211,79€
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                                                                                                    Porta-Brace CS-DV3R
                                                    

                                                    Mini-DV Camera Case (Black/Red)
Starting price 
176,28€
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                                                                                                    Glidecam GLSSH
                                                    

                                                    Smooth Shooter Support Arm and Vest for use with 2000 Pro, 4000 Pro, HD-2000, HD-4000
Starting price 
1.470,52€
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                                                                                                    Varizoom VZ-DV MEDIA RIG
                                                    

                                                    Shock-Absorbing Shoulder Support for DV Camcorders
Starting price 
709,04€
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                                                                                                    Libec ZFC-5HD
                                                    

                                                    Zoom and focus control for LANC and Panasonic cameras
Starting price 
204,28€
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                                                                                                    Cosmolight RC-80F
                                                    

                                                    Cosmobeam 800W on stirrup aluminium version
Starting price 
190,00€
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                                                                                                    DataVideo TLM-700HD-S2
                                                    

                                                    High res. 7 inches, 16:9 ratio LCD-TFT monitor Sony NP-Fxxx battery mount (like Z5), not for NP-FV- FM- FH
Starting price 
615,00€
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                                                                                                    Libec LX7
                                                    

                                                    Head - Tripod with Floor spreader - Tripod case
Starting price 
587,08€
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                                                                                                    IDX SL-VBD50
                                                    

                                                    Replaced with

                                                    IDX SL-VBD64
                                                    

                                                    7.4V - 37Wh - 5000mAh Lithium Ion Battery for Panasonic camera models HPX-250, DVX-HVX range
Starting price 
30,00€
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                                                                                                    Panasonic AG-MC200G
                                                    

                                                    XLR Microphone, Sensitivity -40dB, Max Level 127dB, S-N 69dB
Starting price 
410,00€
                                            

                                        

                                        
                            

                        

                    

                

                                        
                        
                            
                                MORE OPTIONS                            
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                                                                                            Varizoom VZ-MC100
                                                

                                                Remote Pan and Tilt Head for Cameras up to 30 lbs.
Starting price
3.545,40€
                                        

                                    

                                                                    
                                                            

                        

                    

                            

        

                            Prices without VAT
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                Thank you for your interest. 
We will contact you as soon as possible
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                We have received your request. 
We will contact you as soon as possible
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                Thank you for your interest. 
We will contact you as soon as possible
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         Supply, study, installation of Technology Solutions

36 Ionias Avenue, Alimos, 17456 Athens, Greece

Phone: +30 210-99.59.659

Fax: +30 210-99.59.683

Email : sales@spectratech.gr
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